
ORICO External Hard Drive Enclosure, USB3.0 5Gbps to SATA 2. Ref: 6936761868648
ORICO External Hard Drive Enclosure, USB3.0 5Gbps to SATA 2.

Transparent Hard Drive Case Orico 2139C3-CR-BP
Don't take any chances and protect your hard drive from any damage and data loss. The enhanced Orico 2139C3-CR-BP-CR enclosure is
perfect  for  all  2.5"  hard  disk  drives  equipped  with  a  SATA  serial  port  and  the  USB  3.0  interface  allows  for  fast  data  reading  and
transferring. Enjoy the comfort of your files and don't worry about their safety anymore.
 
Speed and durability for years to come
Thoughtful design allows for easy installation, but also thanks to the materials from which the casing was made, it  protects your hard
drive against damage, overheating and short circuits. The usb 3.0 interface has been designed to keep the drive running smoothly, so
that you can browse your data even more intuitively.
 
Easy installation
Inserting the hard drive into the enclosure is trivial. Just undo the screws, insert the drive, screw it in and you are done! Connect with
your device without any drivers and freely use your drive wherever you want. Use the enclosure for safe transportation and carry it in
your backpack or bag without worry.
 
Wide compatibility
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The universal USB input allows you to connect to multiple devices and is compatible with Windows 2000 / XP / 7 / 8 / 10, Linux, Mac OS
9.1 and above. Let go of all restrictions and work on the most convenient hardware for you using its capabilities to the maximum. 
 
Do not limit yourself
Massive amounts of data? Or maybe countless movies and your favorite music? The Orico transparent enclosure can accommodate hard
drives up to 4Tb to store your most important data, souvenirs from vacations or music you like to listen to. Enjoy the many possibilities
that memory expansion gives you...
 
 
Producent 
Orico 
Model 
2139C3-CR-BP 
Interface 
USB 3.0, 5Gbps 
Compatible disks 
SATA 2.5" I/II/III 
Supported capacity 
4TB 
Notifications 
Built-in LED lamp 
Driver 
No need 
Data transfer speed 
Up to 5 Gb/s 
Supported systems 
Windows, LINUX i Mac OS 
Dimensions 
125 x 79 x 13 m 
Weight 
52g

Preço:

Antes: € 11.5005

Agora: € 10.00

Acessórios para computadores, Drive Boxes
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